Committee on Tariff Concessions

LOOSE-LEAF SYSTEM FOR SCHEDULES OF TARIFF CONCESSIONS

Situation of Schedules

Note by the Secretariat

In order to help delegations in the preparation of consolidated schedules in view of the introduction of the loose-leaf system the secretariat has prepared the following revision of document MTN/TAR/W/26 of 10 June 1976 which gave the situation regarding schedules negotiated under the General Agreement, and their state of consolidation, for countries participating in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. This version covers all contracting parties.

In some cases the titles of the legal instruments are given in an abbreviated form. A list of abbreviations used can be found in document TAR/W/6, which gives the dates and the full titles of the GATT legal instruments containing schedules or parts of them.

ARGENTINA Schedule LXIV

  amended in First Certificate of Changes 1969
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

AUSTRALIA Schedule I

Part I - MTN

- Geneva 1947 (replaced in Australian Prot. 1949)
  amended in PRM4/55, PRM5/57, PRM7/57, BR/58, PRM8/59
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PRM6/57, PRM8/59
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM8/59
- Geneva 1956
  amended in PRM8/59
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
- Protocol Supplementary to the Geneva (1979) Protocol
Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1947 (replaced in Australian Prot. 1949)
  amended in PRM1/51, PRM6/57, PRM7/57, PRM8/59
- Annecy 1949
- Torquay 1951
- Geneva 1956

See also the following documents containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule:

XXVII
L/1266

XXVIII:1
Spec/215, SECRET/119 + Add.1 to 17 (final report)
SECRET/156 + Add.1 to 8 (final report)
SECRET/168 + Add.1 to 5 (final report)

XXVIII:3
SECRET/165/Add.2

XXVIII:4
GATT/AIR/135, SECRET/98 + Add.1 and 2 (final report)
SECRET/99 + Add.1 to 13 (final report)
SECRET/104, SECRET/125 (final report)
SECRET/110 + Add.1 to 3 (final report)
GATT/AIR/182, SECRET/112, SECRET/125 (final report)
SECRET/113, SECRET/114 + Add.1 and 2, SECRET/125 (final report)
SECRET/138 + Add.1 to 3 (final report)
GATT/AIR/312, SECRET/152 + Add.1 and 2 (final report)
GATT/AIR/259 + Corr.1, Spec(67)6, SECRET/175

XXVIII:5
SECRET/174 + Add.1 to 6 (final report)
SECRET/177, SECRET/178, SECRET/179
SECRET/199 + Add.1 and 2
L/3299, SECRET/204 + Add.1
SECRET/218 + Add.1 to 3 (final report)

An unofficial consolidated schedule of 1971 is available in the GATT secretariat.
AUSTRIA Schedule XXXII

- Consolidated schedule in Geneva (1979) Protocol

Note: The consolidated schedule of Austria circulated in L/4562 + Corr.1 and Add.1 has been superseded by the consolidated schedule of Austria annexed to the Geneva (1979) Protocol. This schedule has been approved in accordance with the procedures foreseen in paragraph 5 of document L/4812/Add.1.

The list of aircraft concessions to be incorporated in the Fifth Certification of Changes to Schedules has been circulated in document L/4976.

See also documents SECRET/243 + Add.1-2 (XXVIII:5) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

BANGLADESH Schedule LXX

- Bangladesh Prot. 1972

BARBADOS No schedule

BENELUX Schedule II

D. Netherlands Antilles

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR3/49
  replaced in PRM6/57
  amended in PRM8/59

- Annecy 1949
  replaced in PRM6/57

See also document SECRET/132 + Add.1-4 containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

BENIN Schedule XLVIII

- Schedule established in Second Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1964

BRAZIL Schedule III

- Brazilian Prot. 1958
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
- Protocol Supplementary to the Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also documents SECRET/135 + Add.1 to 9, L/1283 and SECRET/187 + Add.1 to 14 (final report), L/4259 (waivers) and SECRET/238 + Add.1-5 containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

A draft consolidated schedule has been circulated in document L/4486 in 1977.
BURMA Schedule IV

- Geneva 1947
  replaced in PRM4/55
- Japanese Prot. 1955

BURUNDI Schedule LV

- Schedule established in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967

CAMEROON No schedule

CANADA Schedule V

Part I - MFN

- Geneva 1947
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4/50, PRM5/55, PRM6/57, PRM7/57
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM5/55, PRM6/57, PRM7/57
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1956
  amended in PRM6/57, PRM7/57
- Swiss Decl. 1958
  amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967
- Geneva 1962
- Israeli Prot. 1962
- Portuguese Prot. 1962
- Spanish Prot. 1963
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. of Changes 1969
- Geneva (1979) Protocol
- Protocol Supplementary to Geneva (1979) Protocol

Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PRM3/55, PRM4/57, PRM7/57
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4/50, PRM5/55, PRM6/57
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM5/55, PRM6/57, PRM7/57
- Geneva 1956
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

See also document SECRET/180 + Add.1, SECRET/244 + Add.1-4 (XXVIII:5),
SECRET/163 + Add.1 (XXVIII:4), SECRET/193 (II:5) and SECRET/224/Add.4
(XXVIII:3) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of
which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

An unofficial consolidated schedule dated April 1975 is available in the
GATT secretariat.

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC No schedule
CHAD No schedule
CHILE Schedule VII
  - Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1/48, PM1/49
  - Annecy 1949
  - Torquay 1951
  - Japanese Prot. 1955
  - Geneva 1956
  - Geneva 1962
  - Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  - Protocol Supplementary to Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also documents L/3191 (XXVII), SECRET/181 + Add.1 to 19 (final
report) - renegotiation of the whole schedule under waiver - containing
information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet
been incorporated in an official schedule.

A draft consolidated schedule has been circulated in document L/3558/Add.1
in 1971.

COLOMBIA Schedule LXXVI
  - Colombian Prot. 1979 (not yet in force)

CONGO No schedule
CUBA
Schedule IX
- New consolidated schedule (Part I) in Fourth Certif. of Changes 1979

CYPRUS
No schedule

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Schedule X
- New consolidated schedule in Geneva (1979) Protocol

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Schedule XXIII
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4/50, PR5/50
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1956
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
- Protocol Supplementary to Geneva (1979) Protocol

EGYPT
Schedule LXIII
- Egyptian Prot. 1970
- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Schedules LXXII and LXXII bis. - not yet in force
- Cambodian Prot. 1962
- Israeli Prot. 1962
- Portuguese Prot. 1962
  amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967
  amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967

1The new schedules LXXII and LXXII bis., which have not yet been legally established, have been sent to each contracting party with document L/4067 + Add.1 in August 1974. Amendments to these draft schedules were circulated in documents L/4537 in August 1977 and L/4949 + Add.1 in February/March 1980. These schedules replace Schedules XL and XL bis. (European Communities) as well as Schedules XXII (Denmark), LXI (Ireland) and XIX sec. A (United Kingdom, metropolitan territory).
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. of Changes 1969, Second Certif. of Changes 1974
- Geneva (1979) Protocol
- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also documents SECRET/224 + Add.1-3 (final report) (XXVIII:5), L/2997 (XXIV:6), SECRET/224/Add.3 (XXVIII:3), and SECRET/259 (XXVIII:5) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

**FINLAND** Schedule XXIV

- New consolidated schedule in Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also documents SECRET/273 + Add.1-7 (XXVIII:4) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

**FRANCE** Schedule XI

C. French West Africa
- Geneva 1947 replaced in PRM1/51
- Annecy 1949 replaced in PRM1/51
- Torquay 1951

D. French Somali Coast and Dependencies
- Geneva 1947

E. French Establishments in Oceania
- Geneva 1947 replaced in PRM1/51
  amended in PRM6/57
- Torquay 1951 amended in PRM1/51

**GABON** Schedule XLVII

Status uncertain (cf. BISD, 12S, pp. 75-76)

**GAMBIA** No schedule

1 See page 18.
GREECE

Schedule XXV

- Annecy 1949
  PRM5/55, PRM7/57
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM1/51, PRM4/55, PRM5/55, PRM7/57, PRM8/59
- Japanese Prot. 1955

See also documents SECRET/131 + Add.1 to 10 (XXVIII:1), SECRET/160 +
Add.1 and 2 (XVIII:7(a)) and SECRET/164 + Add.1 (XXIV:6) containing informa-
tion on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been
incorporated in an official schedule, and document L/8113 of November 1974
regarding the replacement of Greek specific duties by ad valorem duties.

An unofficial schedule was distributed to contracting parties in
November 1965 in document L/2454/Add.1.

GUYANA

No schedule

HAITI

Schedule XXVI

- Annecy 1949
- Torquay 1951
- Geneva 1956
- Geneva 1962
- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also documents L/1568 and SECRET/147 + Add.1 to 9 (final report)
(XXVIII:4) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of
which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

A draft consolidated schedule was distributed to contracting parties in
April 1979 with document L/4794.

HUNGARY

Schedule LXXI

- Consolidated schedule in Geneva (1979) Protocol

ICELAND

Schedule LXII

- Kennedy Round 1964-1967 (Protocol of accession)
- Geneva (1979) Protocol
INDIA Schedule XII

Part I - MFN

- Geneva 1947
  PRM6/57, PRM7/57, BR/58, CRM/63

- Annecy 1949
  PRM8/59

- Torquay 1951
  PRM8/59

- Geneva 1962

- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. of changes 1969

- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also the following documents which contain information in bilateral negotiations, the results of which are not included in an official schedule: 6/77 and L/1430 (XXVII), SECRET/138 + Add.1 and 2 (XXVIII:5) and L/3874 + Add.1 to 3, L/3831, SECRET/227 (waiver) L/4323 and SECRET/232 + Add.1 (waiver).

Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR3/49, PRM4/55, PRM7/57

- Annecy 1949

- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM6/57, PRM7/57

- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. of changes 1969

INDONESIA Schedule XXI

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR5/50, PRM1/51

- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR5/50

- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
  - Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

  See also documents L/1444, L/1508, SECRET/142 + Add.1 to 14, BISD 205/28
  and document L/4260 concerning renegotiations of the whole schedule under
  waiver.

**ISRAEL**

- Schedule XLII

  - New consolidated schedule in Second Certif. of Changes 1974
  - Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

**IVORY COAST**

- Schedule LII

  - Establishment of schedule in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967
  - Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

**JAMAICA**

- Schedule LXVI

  - Kennedy Round 1964-1967
    amended in First Certif. of changes 1969
  - Geneva (1979) Protocol

**JAPAN**

- Schedule XXXVIII

  - New consolidated schedule in Fourth Certif. of changes 1979
  - Geneva (1979) Protocol

**KENYA**

- No schedule

**KOREA (Rep. of)**

- Schedule LX

  - Korean Prot. 1967
  - Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  - Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

**MADAGASCAR**

- Schedule LI

  - Schedule established in Second Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1964

**MALAWI**

- Schedule LVIII

  - Consolidated schedule in Second Certif. of changes 1974
MALAYSIA

Schedule XXXIX

- Geneva 1947
  amended in Second Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1964
- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

MAURITANIA

Schedule L

- Schedule established in Second Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1964

MAURITIUS

No schedule

NEW ZEALAND

Schedule XIII

- New consolidated schedule in Third Certif. of changes 1974
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also following documents containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule:

SECRET/202, 203, 205, 211, 212, 213, 215, 216 + Add.l, 217, 220, 221, 225, 228, 230 (interim report) (XXVIII:5) and SECRET/245 + Add.l (XXVIII:4)

A new draft consolidated schedule was circulated to contracting parties in June 1978 with document L/4673 + Add.l

NICARAGUA

Schedule XXIX

- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, replaced in PRM6
- Japanese Prot. 1955

The applicability of the Schedule is uncertain in view of Nicaragua's participation in the Central American Common Market (cf. waivers of 23 November 1961 and 17 March 1965; BISD, 10th Suppl., page 48 and 13th Suppl., page 26; renegotiations not carried out).

NIGER

Schedule LIII

- Schedule established in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967

NIGERIA

Schedule XLIII

- Geneva 1962
NORWAY Schedule XIV

- Consolidated schedule in Geneva (1979) Protocol

PAKISTAN Schedule XV

**Part I - MFN**

- Geneva 1947
  - amended in PR1, PR3, PRM1, PR4, PRM3, PRM5
- Annecy 1949
  - amended in PR4, PRM1
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1962

**Part II - Preferential**

- Geneva 1947
  - amended in PR3

See also the following documents containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been included in an official schedule:

SECRET/31 + Add.1 to 3, (final report), SECRET/127 + Add.1 to 13 (XXVIII:1) and SECRET/139 + Add.1 to 4, L/1474, SECRET/127/Add.14 (XXVIII:4), and L/1293 (XXVII)

An unofficial consolidated schedule was circulated to contracting parties in September 1978 with document L/4609/Add.3

PERU Schedule XXXV

- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1956
- Geneva 1962
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  - amended in First Certif. of changes 1969
- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also document SECRET/171 + Add.1 to 7 (renegotiation of the whole schedule under waiver) which contains information on bilateral negotiations which have not yet been included in an official schedule.
PHILIPPINES Schedule LXXV
- Accession Protocol 1979

POLAND Schedule LXV

PORTUGAL Schedule XLIV
- Consolidated schedule in Fourth Certif. of changes 1979

RHODESIA - NYASALAND Schedule LIV

A consolidated schedule was circulated in document L/1346 of 8 November 1960 but was not incorporated in a Certification because of the dissolution of the Federation.

ROMANIA Schedule LXIX
- Romanian Prot. 1971
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

RWANDA Schedule LVI
- Schedule established in Third Certif. on Rects. and Mods. 1967

SENEGAL Schedule XLIX
- Schedule established in Second Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1964

SIERRA LEONE No schedule

SINGAPORE Schedule LXXIII
- Schedule established in Third Certif. of changes 1974
- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

SOUTH AFRICA Schedule XVIII
- Consolidated schedule in Second Certif. of changes 1974
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

Changes to be made to above consolidated schedule consequent to renegotiations under Article XXVIII were circulated in document L/4592 in November 1977, to be incorporated in the Fifth Certif. of changes to schedules.

1See page 18.
See also documents SECRET/200 + Add.1 to 14 (interim report), SECRET/222 + Add.1, SECRET/233 + Add.1, SECRET/253 + Add.1, SECRET/254 + Add.1 and SECRET/258 + Add.1 (XXVIII:5) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

**SPAIN**

**Schedule XLV**

- Spanish Prot. 1963 amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
- Geneva (1979) Protocol (Spanish version)
- Protocol Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Prot. (French version)

A consolidated schedule was circulated in document L/4697/Add.1 and will be incorporated in the Fifth Certification of Changes to Schedules.

**SRI LANKA**

**Schedule VI**

- Consolidated schedule was circulated in document L/4888 and will be incorporated in the Fifth Certification of Changes to Schedules.

**SURINAME**

**Schedule LXXIV**

- Schedule established in Fourth Certif. of changes 1979

**SWEDEN**

**Schedule XXX**

- Consolidated schedule in Third Certif. of changes 1974
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also documents L/3825, C/M/85, C/M/86 and SECRET/242 (report) concerning the authorization to renegotiate certain foodstuffs (XXVIII:4).

The list of aircraft concessions to be incorporated in the Fifth Certification of Changes to Schedules has been circulated in document L/4967.

**SWITZERLAND**

**Schedule LIX**

- Swiss Decl. 1958 amended in Second Certif. of changes 1974
- Procès-Verbal containing Schedules to be annexed to the Declaration on the Provisional Accession of the Swiss Confederation, 13 November 1959
- Geneva 1962
  amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967, Second Certif. of changes 1974
- Spanish Prot. 1963
  amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967
- Swiss Prot. 1966
  amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967, Second Certif. of changes 1974
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in Second Certif. of changes 1974
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

TANZANIA  No schedule

TOGO  No schedule

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO  Schedule LXVII
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. of changes 1969

TURKEY  Schedule XXXVII
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in Third Certif. of changes 1974
- Consolidated schedule in First Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1969
  (except concessions contained in Kennedy Round 1964-1967)

UGANDA  No schedule

UNITED KINGDOM  Schedule XIX
B. Bahamas1
- Geneva 1956
C. Hong Kong

Part I - MFN
- Geneva 1956
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

Part II - Preferential
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

1See page 18.
UNITED STATES Schedule XX

Part I - MFN

- Geneva 1947
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PRM6/57
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRML/51, PRM6/57, PRM7/57, BR/58
- Japanese Prot. 1955
  amended in PRM6/57
- Geneva 1956
  amended in PRM6/57
- PsC8/57
- Israeli Prot. 1962
- Portuguese Prot. 1962
- Geneva 1962
  amended in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967
- Spanish Prot. 1963
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1956
  amended in PRM6/57

See also documents GATT/CP/115 + Add.3 (XXVII), Spec(64)123 + Add., Spec(65)1 + Add., L/2042, L/2053, L/2592 (waiver), document SECRET/195 + Add.1 and 2, SECRET/250 + Add.1-3, SECRET/251 + Add.1-6 (XXVIII:1) and SECRET/256 + Add.1-4 (XXVIII:5) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

An unofficial consolidated schedule of 1977 is available in the GATT secretariat.¹

¹The United States delegation points out that (1) the draft schedule is a preliminary draft, (2) it has not been circulated for comment, (3) it has not been kept up to date, and (4) it has no official status.
UPPER VOLTA Schedule XLVI

- Schedule established in Second Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1964

URUGUAY Schedule XXXI

- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, PR5
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Prot. Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

See also documents L/1613 (XXVII) SECRET/37 + Add.1 (report) (XXVIII:1) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

YUGOSLAVIA Schedule LVII

- Yugoslav Prot. 1966
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
- Geneva (1979) Protocol

ZAIRE Schedule LXVIII

- Zaire Prot. 1971
- Prot. Suppl. to Geneva (1979) Protocol

ZIMBABWE Schedule LIV

- Consolidated schedule in Third Certif. of Rects. and Mods. 1967

BULGARIA

- Schedule of Bulgaria, 1979
Schedules applicable to countries maintaining a de facto application of the GATT

Bahamas: Section B (Bahamas) of Schedule XIX - United Kingdom

Kampuchea\textsuperscript{1}: Section H (Indo-China) of Schedule XI - France\textsuperscript{1}

Mali: Section C (French West Africa) of Schedule XI - France

Zambia: Schedule XVI - Rhodesia/Nyasaland

\textsuperscript{1}There is also a Schedule XLI - Cambodia annexed to the Protocol of Accession of Cambodia of 6 April 1962; this Protocol has not been accepted by Cambodia and had not entered into force.